
COVID 19
 

As you know we have stopped all adoptions, home checks, dog assesments and dally
trains.  Safety is the main concern for all our DAS Family.  

We hope you are all coping with the lockdown and keeping well. 
It can be difficult keeping the critters entertained but we're sure that the extra cuddles

and time spent with them is being enjoyed by all.
 

If you have a dog in urgent need of help please email info@dasdogs.co.uk
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Not going out, just peeping
Stay safe everyone and stay

inside like me, 
Lots of tail wags

MOuse.
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COVID 19 has obviously caused many issues for everyone and DAS is no exception.

Everything has stopped including fundraising, adopting, home checks and

transporting dals to their furever home.

Before restrictions were imposed we rehomed 2 dogs but there are still some  who

are now waiting for the crisis to end before going to their furever homes. 

Thank you to everyone who helped to locate and buy food for the dogs as 15 bags a

week is a lot to get and also store. As everyone was panic buying, it seemed there

wouldnt be enough to feed the DAS dogs but as always the DAS family came good.

You are FANTASTIC, thank you !

Odin has arrived at DASVILLE.  Odin came to Sue when his family split up and his

Mum needed to go back to her home country. She was distraught and needed to

leave her boy with someone she could trust. No one better than Sue. Odin has

severe kidney disease, is on a special diet and supplements to keep him going. It is

likely that his vet bills should he get ill will be large and this is on top of everything

else. In true DAS style, when asked, pledges were made to help with the on going

costs. People have been amazing as always. His Mum asked another rescue to help

financially and they refused if he came to DAS, they told her that DAS would not

cope with him. Odin is doing amazing and has a new best friend in Button the Great

Dane, they can often be found playing 'bitey face' and chasing each other.  He is

loving life which makes him Mum and mini human very happy - Photos of Odin

later on!

Most of you will have been following Haribo's story. He truly is a miracle dog.

Hospitalised because of weight loss and strange poo. he was there for a couple of

days having IV antibiotics and fluids. Lots of blood tests but nothing found. Came

home and a few days later Sue found he wouldnt eat his food and she thought he

had a possible GDV - Gastric Dilatation Volvulus.  She rushed him to the vet where

he had emergency surgery and recovered well until a couple of days later when he

was rushed back and was in a critical condition when the procedure they had done

broke down and he had peritonitis.  Sue got a call saying he was very ill and they

prepared to do the right thing for Haribo but the most heartbreaking of decisions

for them and spent all morning in tears, waiting to go and see him. When they went

in the afternoon to say goodbye, he was much brighter and standing. He was given

another 24 hours to see how he progressed. Hari wasnt ready to leave Sue and

Dave, he improved and came home where he is now having his wound dressed and

doing great. All the DAS family were so relieved that this amazing character who

has gone through so much in his life is bouncing back and being the Harigob we all

know and love.   

 

 

 

 



 

CHESTER

 

We fostered Chester in April last year. He is nearly 10 years old and our vet thinks he is

going deaf (Sue also suspected that he might be deaf ). In the early days he growled at

anything he was unhappy about (everything from vets, being woken up, sharing space

in the car, having feet touched…). We quickly bonded and he seemed so settled we felt

he didn’t need further upheaval so we adopted him. 

 

It’s taken time and whilst he still occasionally grumbles I absolutely trust him and

know this is just the way he communicates (he no longer needs to be muzzled at vets or

when letting me clip claws, providing lots of reassurance and  cheese!) He is my

shadow, he waits at the door for me at usual home time, he follows me  everywhere. On

walks he is the easiest going dog and bounces and plays and bounds up with smiley

face! He loves his mummy and his mummy loves him xx
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TALES OF THE ADOPTED DAS DOGS

Frightened boy in his crate

Now happy in his Furever home

Thank you so much to all who have shared their stories.  It's always lovely to hear of

'success' spots and how they are doing.  They all have a story to tell but whatever their past

has been, good or bad, they are all loved and leading great lives now.  

Certainly landed on their paws.

Thank you and Thank You DAS  

 

If you would like to share your story please send it to spotsfundraising@gmail.com

 



I am 14yrs and 95 days old ( 05/04/20) and a member of the Pensioner group at DAS

Mum and Dad call me Tatty Teddy!  

My ears don't work and my eyes are a bit old now. They say that I look like an old

teddy that has lost some of it’s stuffing cos when I put my head down, I have lots of

creases. 

I came here when another rescue was raided and all the animals were taken away in

May 2019. Some of my friends from that rescue came too. Not much is known about by

history but  I could hardly walk when I got here cos my nails were so long and I was

very shut down.... I now have running races with my Mum !!  Now I can play with all my

brothers and sisters if I want to and I have a little group of elderly spots who have

become my friends.  I love life now and since being here I have been to the

woods and the beach and I go to hydro every week to swim.  Mum says I am one of the

smartest cookies she’s ever met, I can wrap her around my little paws.  I am very

happy here, Mum and Dad look after me very well. I am cheeky, love to bite and love

beer!
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SPOTLIGHT ON A PERMANENT DAS DOG

CHARLIE aka TATTY TEDDY

Tatty Teddy cannot be rehomed

but he is available to sponsor from £5 per month

 

There is something very special about the oldies

that makes us love them lots

 

 

https://www.dasdalmatians.co.uk/sponsor-our-spots-pensioner-spots
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Fostering a DAS dog
 
 

DAS Dalmatians is always looking for amazing people who have the compassion to care
for a foster dog before he/she moves on to their furever home. 

Often it means taking a dog at short notice into your home and preparing it for the next
stage of its life.  This has been written by one of our foster carers

 
Have you ever wondered if you have what it takes to foster?

 
Do you have cuddles to spare?

Would you be prepared to pick up more poo?
Could you manage a few more dog hairs around the house and on your clothes?

Are you prepared to wipe 4 more dirty feet after a walk?
Could you mop the kitchen floor one more time a week?

Could you venture out with another 4 legged friend?
Do you have a good understanding of dogs/Dalmatians and their quirks?

If the answer to the above is yes perhaps you would like to
apply to be a foster family?

 
What will you get in return?

 
Another loving wet nose and waggy tail in your home. 

The chance to meet even more Dalmatian loving people.
The opportunity to look after a Dalmatian whilst their

forever home is found.
The warm fuzzy glow once you have done your bit and the doggoes to their new family. 

 
How will DAS help?

Food will be provided.
Vet bills will be paid.

Support and advice will be given if required.
 

We are very new at fostering. Our first dog was with us for4 weeks, it wasn’t easy but it
was an absolute pleasure to have him stay with us. It was hard not to keep him! But we

were determined not to fail as a foster family! Currently we are on dog number
2. A completely different character but still a beautiful boy! It has been the

most rewarding few weeks, well worth the effort of filling in the fostering form
 

If you are interested in becoming a fosterer please email info@dasdogs.co.uk
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Health Issues
Gastric Dilatation Volvulus

GDV is a life-threatening condition that often develops very quickly. Left untreated a GDV
will rapidly lead to death.GDV is when the stomach bloats (fills with gas) and twists,

trapping the gas. Once the stomach has twisted, gas continues to accumulate, which
causes severe bloating and is very painful. The stomach can’t twist back and the only cure

is an operation to correct it. GDV causes serious illness very quickly. Around 1 in 3 dogs
that develop a GDV die, even with treatment ..... it can kill within 1 hour or less.

SYMPTOMS
Sudden bloating (hard, swollen belly)
Stomach pain
Vomiting without bringing anything up (retching)
Weakness and collapse
Pale gums
Excessive drooling
Collapse and coma
Shock and death.

A GDV is a life-threatening emergency that needs immediate treatment. 
If your vet suspects your dog has a GDV, they will admit them into the hospital to stabilise

and treat them as quickly as possible. Treatment will involve:X-rays and/or scans to confirm
the GDV. Emergency measures to release the gas from your dog’s stomach and Fluids. Dogs

with a GDV go into shock and develop dangerously low blood pressure - a fluid drip will
keep their blood pressure up. A GDV is an extremely painful condition; pain relief will be
given to make your dog more comfortable. Your vet will perform surgery to untwist your

dog’s stomach. They will also check that the twist hasn’t caused any severe damage to the
stomach or spleen. After untwisting the stomach, your vet may decide to attach it to the

body wall to reduce the chance of it happening again. If the spleen has been badly
damaged, it may need removal. Many complications can develop after surgery, so your dog

will need to stay in hospital for close monitoring. They are likely to need several days of
intensive nursing, a drip, medication and tests. Your vet will only send your dog home once

they are satisfied they are out of danger. Even when your dog is home, you will need to
monitor them carefully for symptoms such as not eating, low energy, vomiting or another

bout of bloating – always contact your vet if you’re worried, never wait to see what
happens. Food should be little and often afterwards.



No one really knows why GDVs develop, but there are factors that make one more likely and
things you can do to reduce the chance of one developing.

 
Breed. Be aware if your dog is one of the breeds at risk of a GDV – large, deep chested dogs e.g.
Great Danes, German Shepherds and Greyhounds are most at risk of a GDV plus other breeds

such as Dalmatians.
Excitable/nervous dogs. Know your dog, excitable and nervous dogs tend to be more prone to

developing a GDV. If your dog is either of these, act fast if you notice bloating.
 

Exercise around meal times. Vigorous exercise or travelling in a car after a meal can increase
the risk of a GDV. Avoid exercising, or travelling around meal times.

 
Fast eating. Eating very quickly and gulping air can increase the chance of a GDV. If your dog

gulps his/her food, try to slow them down by using a slow feeding bowl. Feed several small
meals through the day rather than one big one and feed a mixture of wet and dry food.

 
Feeding  This is a topic that will always be debated hotly as using a raised feeder or not

using a raised feeder has no proof either way of being better
 

Drinking a lot in one go. Drinking a lot of water in one go can increase the chance of a
GDV, try to encourage your dog to drink little and often.

Change your dog’s food slowly. If you need to change your dog’s diet do it gradually.
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Pics of Hari  - just because
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ODIN

Here are some pictures of me 
since I came to DASVILLE. 

I have made lots of friends 
but my best friend is Button.
Thank you to all you lovely 

people who are helping with 
my care. My mummy is very 

grateful too.  She is happy cos
I am happy 



The current situation makes life difficult for all of us.   
We have dogs waiting to go to their furever homes and others who need to

come here but under current restrictions it's impossible to do. 
Once this is over, everyone will be busy and it will be all hands on deck.  

If you feel you could help us with thome checks, transport etc then please fill in
a Volunteer form downloadable from the website

 
https://www.dasdalmatians.co.uk/volunteering

 
 

Our usual fundraising auctions and raffles has stopped temporarily so that we
don't have to post things out that are unnecessary or subject anyone to extra

trips out. 
This is a big part of our fundraising so if you can help by buying a number for
the weekly draw or joining in any of our fundraising items we would be very

grateful
 
 

Please keep your old mobiles, stamps, costume jewellery etc for when we are
out of this crisis and we can send to recycling for extra cash for DAS

 
 

It is with great sadness and shock that we learned this week, that one of our DAS
family, Sandra Arrowsmith has died.  

Many of you may have met her or seen her name on the DAS pages.  She was always
willing to help in any way she could and together with her sister in law Deb, they went

on many a road trip to help a dalmatian in need. 
Sandra will be greatly missed and our love and condolances go to her family at this

sad time. 
Rest In Peace Sandra and cuddle all your rainbow dogs that have crossed the bridge

and will be waiting for you
xxxxx
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HOW CAN YOU HELP?

https://www.dasdalmatians.co.uk/volunteering

